
Types of cameras 

Cameras currently on the market can be divided according to different criteria. 

A first division can be made according to the type of the sensitive element and then 

we will have: 

Digital cameras, sensitive electronic components based on digital technology (CCD, 

CMOS and FOVEON) 

Analog cameras, based on the chemistry of the photographic process, in various 

formats, from different and popular films to flat sheets. 

 

Medium format: cameras, both digital and film, sometimes with interchangeable back. 

They are a cross between the bulky view cameras and 35mm SLR manageable. Are 

chosen by many professionals because, while remaining reasonably manageable, permit 

definition and tonal higher than those using SLR35mm greatest films. In this group 

we find: SLR (Single Len Reflex), TLR (Twin Lens Reflex) or TLR, direct vision: with 

focus rangefinder. 

 



Cameras SLR35mm: these may be digital or film. This is the model most popular 

among amateurs and professionals for its versatility of use. In this type of machine is 

no parallax error due to the fact that what you see in the viewfinder is exactly the 

image captured by the lens, through the use of a mirror and a pentaprism. At the 

time of shooting the mirror is raised and the light hits the film for sensitization. 

Modern digital cameras allow at the same time the shot from the viewfinder to the 

LCD screen in the back cover: This system is called LIVE VIEW. The first digital SLR 

in fact allowed to see the image only after the shot, when the image was stored on 

the memory card. Although recent models of these machines only allow 

interchangeability objectives and other small parts (correzionediottrica of contact 

lenses and viewfinders), in the 60 models were made of a body machine base that 

could be replaced several components: backs, pentaprisms, slides focus, sights and of 

course objectives. 

 



Compact Cameras: digital and film cameras. Are small and fixed goal. Those using the 

135 format film and simpler models do not allow any control over exposure (aperture 

and shutter) and are fixed focus, other models are equipped with autofocus, zoom 

lenses and flash. The viewfinder is Galilean type, so always causes a parallax error. 

The latest generation of compact digital cameras allow you to intervene on the show, 

have autofocus and zoom lenses. Furthermore, they have different operating modes 

of recovery (Program, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority and Manual). For this type 

of machine there is the problem of the parallax error because the frame is not with a 

viewfinder, but the captured image from the lens is displayed on an LCD screen. 

 

 

 

  



Instant print cameras: This type of camera print the picture a few seconds after 

exposure. The most famous factory, Polaroid, has closed and ceased production, 

although it has formed a company formed by a team of experts who aim to produce 

new films instantly developed for the market. 

 

 

Special cameras: in this group we find the diving equipment, pans and rotocameras 

that allow a recovery to 360 °. 

 


